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Many proteins are molecular “nano-machines”, which perform their biological function via well-coordinated structural transitions. In most cases, these transitions occur on much slower time scales than those accessible to conventional molecular dynamics techniques. Force probe simulations provide a powerful means to overcome this limitation and thus to get insight into the atomistic mechanisms that underly biological functions. This chapter provides a basic introduction into this method. It further sketches a simple non-equilibrium statistical mechanics treatment that shows how to connect the results of force probe simulations with atomic force microscopy experiments. Finally, the method is applied to study mechanical energy transfer steps in F1 ATP synthase, probably the smallest rotary motor on earth.

1 Introduction

Proteins are macromolecules, consisting of many thousands of atoms. Virtually all biomolecular tasks in the cell are carried out by proteins. Examples are the maintenance of structures (collagen), enzymatic catalysis, chemical signal transduction (immunoglobulines and hormones), DNA transcription and duplication, chemico-mechanical energy conversion (motor proteins) transport across membranes, and the degradation of dispensable or degenerated proteins. Other functions are the transport or filtering of small molecules (ion pumps, aquaporins), molecular recognition (antibodies), photosynthesis, sensoring (e.g. rhodopsin), or the triggering of membrane fusion. Traditionally, changes in the Gibbs free energy are the central concept to follow and describe these processes. More recently, with the advent of single molecule force probe experiments and the perception of proteins as “molecular machines”, the application and detection of targeted forces open a new route — both experimentally and on the theory side — to protein function. The theoretical aspects and appropriate simulation techniques are the subject of this chapter.

2 Protein Structure and Dynamics

Contrary to most other polymers, proteins adopt under native conditions (typically aqueous solvent at 20 – 40°C and neutral pH) a well defined spatial structure, i.e., the (average) position of each single atom of the protein is well-defined. This remarkable fact allows to measure all the atomic positions by X-ray crystallography or nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. The Protein Data Bank currently (2004) archives more than 20 000 such atomically resolved protein structures.

Very early experiments have suggested periodic structural elements in proteins. W.T. Astbury (a scholar of W.L. Bragg), e.g., observed characteristic patterns in X-ray scattering experiments on hairs already in the thirties. Remarkably, these patterns changed upon
stretching of the hair, and Astbury referred to the two respective structures as “α” and “β”.

This was the first direct observation of a structural transition in a protein. The similarly regular helical structure of DNA discovered by Watson and Crick twenty years later led to the general belief that all biological macromolecules exhibit a simple and regular structure.

When John Kendrew determined the structure of myoglobin — a small muscular oxygen transport protein — in 1958, its extraordinary complexity and lack of regularity came, therefore, to many as a surprise. Kendrew remarked: “Perhaps the most remarkable features of the molecule are its complexity and lack of symmetry. The arrangement seems to be almost totally lacking in the kind of regularities which one instinctively anticipates.”

From a physical/chemical point of view, the irregular — but highly ordered — protein structure is in fact not easy to explain. In solution, essentially all other polymers adopt a huge number of different, usually quickly interchanging structures (“random coil”). Even polypeptides with random amino acid sequence (as opposed to the specific sequences of proteins selected by evolution) typically do not fold into well defined structures. Thus, the question of which physical principles govern the self-organized folding of proteins into their native, three-dimensional structure, is still unresolved. This is demonstrated from the very fact that, still, it is not possible to predict this structure solely from the (genetically determined and unique) amino acid sequence (“primary structure”) — although the protein structure is, under native conditions, fully determined by the sequence. This long standing problem is called “folding problem", and by many considered the “holy grail” of theoretical molecular biophysics.

From an evolutionary point of view, however, it would be very surprising not to find well-defined protein structures: As soon as one accepts that the quite complex functions carried out by proteins (such as enzymatic catalysis, signal transduction, motor function, ion pumping and filtering and many more) require “gadgets” with at least similarly complex blueprints — i.e., if the analogy of a “nano-machine” holds — then one must indeed expect proteins to exhibit a high degree of structural and dynamic organization, built up from components the properties and motions of which are tailored towards the desired function.

Thus, a crucial selection criterium for proteins is apparently to fold (under physiological conditions) reliably, reproducibly, and in a self-organized manner into unique spatial structures. (As is often the case in biology, there are exceptions. Some proteins seem to perform their task without any well-defined spatial structure). From this picture it follows that already quite minute perturbations of protein structures, of the physico/chemical properties of single amino acids within a protein, or their intramolecular interactions, can compromise or even destroy the proper functioning of a particular protein. The large number of hereditary diseases and specific forms of cancer, which originate from modifications of single base pairs in the genes (and, therefore, from the exchange of a single amino acid within the encoded protein), demonstrates that this is in fact the case. The picture of a carefully aligned “molecular machine” is further supported by the observation that already minute changes in temperature, pH, or salt concentration, can destroy protein structure and function.

These examples also illustrate the essential role of collective structural transitions for protein function, so-called conformational transitions. These differ from the thermal high-frequency vibrations, which fall into the picosecond range, in that they occur on much slower time scales, from nanoseconds to seconds. The opening and closing of ion channel
proteins in nerve cells is an example for such a functional conformational transition. It is characterized by millisecond rates and can be observed via an electric current through the channel by patch-clamp measurements\(^7\)–\(^9\) on single proteins. Other examples are so-called allosteric effects (e.g., in hemoglobin), which are realized by conformational transitions, and induced fit motions upon ligand binding, e.g., of an antigen to an antibody. Last but no least we mention the elementary steps of motor proteins for muscle contraction, which also represent conformational transitions.

Functional processes in proteins occur on a large variety of different time scales, and so does protein dynamics and conformational dynamics, which covers a wide hierarchy of dynamical processes: the high frequency part of the thermal fluctuations of single atoms around their average position is characterized by reciprocal frequencies of several ten to several hundred femtoseconds; collective motions of smaller groups of atoms range up to several ten picoseconds. Larger structural changes occur on a hierarchy of time scales ranging from nanoseconds to hours. There is a convincing amount of experimental and theoretical evidence for “hierarchical substates”\(^6\) for protein conformations, which are linked by conformational transitions on a wide range of time scales\(^10\). These conformational dynamics apparently is a feature specific to proteins and other systems of comparable complexity\(^11\).

The highly ordered, but heterogeneous structure of proteins in combination with the broad range of non-separating time scales in protein dynamics renders the application of established concepts of many body physics extremely difficult; work in this direction, therefore, is a challenging field in theoretical physics. Most current approaches, however, aim at describing and predicting quite general properties of protein dynamics of protein folding, and functional processes of specific proteins are typically not accessible.

Accordingly, the explicit, atomically resolved molecular dynamics simulation of the protein of interest is still to be considered the only reliable theoretical description. The lack of more elegant treatments has a high price: such protein dynamics simulations are computationally extremely demanding and, therefore, with presently available hardware (e.g., Linux clusters), restricted to relatively small simulations systems (several 100,000 atoms) and, most severely, to short time scales of several tens of nanoseconds. Nevertheless, the method is now widely and successfully employed for a large number of biological processes that fall into this category, and has yielded a large number of correct predictions and insights into protein function at the atomic level\(^12\). The general method of molecular dynamics simulation is introduced by Mike P. Allen in a separate chapter of this book; here we shall, therefore, focus on the aspects specific for protein dynamics simulation.

3 Protein Dynamics Simulations

Molecular dynamics simulations compute the motion of every single atom within the simulation system (e.g., a protein solvated in physiological solvent (Fig.1, left), which is determined by the interaction forces (Fig.1, right) between all the \(n\) atoms of the system. Typically, these forces are described by a “force field” \(V(x_1, \ldots, x_n)\), which serves to compute a trajectory \(\{x_i(t_j)\}_{i=1}^{n}, j=0, \ldots, N\) via the (classical) Newtonian equations of motion. This trajectory specifies the position \(x_i\) of each single atom in the system within a (discretized) period of time, \(t_0 = 0, t_1 = \Delta t, t_2 = 2\Delta t, \ldots, t_N = N\Delta t\), for \(N\) so-called integration steps. From such a trajectory one can subsequently calculate the observables of interest.
often via averages.

Back in 1955, Fermi and co-workers have calculated numerically the motions of a one-dimensional chain of coupled anharmonic oscillators\(^\text{13}\). This first molecular dynamics simulation already highlights an essential aspect of the method: The simulation suggested an unexpected periodicity of the solution, and only with this simulation result in mind the authors could come up with a stringent derivation of a remarkable, non-linear partial differential equation (the Kortweg-de Vries-equation) for the continuum limit. Very similarly, the purpose of today’s protein dynamics simulations is two-fold: first, to compute and predict observables; second, and often even more importantly, to provide the necessary insights and ideas which stimulate further studies.

Two years later, Alder and Wainwright studied systems of hard, two-dimensional discs\(^\text{14}\). For the first time, Rahman and Verlet used a more realistic interaction potential to study correlated motions and memory effects in liquid argon\(^\text{15,16}\) and, later, also in water\(^\text{17}\). The duration of those simulations was about 10 ps. The classical approximation of the nuclear motion also allowed to treat reactive scattering reactions in molecular beams such as the H+H\(_2\)-reaction\(^\text{18}\); these calculations served to compare the simulation results with transition state theories.

To facilitate the refinement of protein structure models to data from x-ray scattering experiments on protein crystals, and building upon earlier works on n-alkanes, cyclo-alkanes, and polypeptides\(^\text{19}\), Shnietor Lifson suggested in 1969 to construct an interaction force field also for proteins\(^\text{20}\). Combining infrared spectra, geometrical information from amide crystals, and quantummechanical calculations, a number of self consistent force field was developed and applied during the subsequent years.
The availability of these protein force fields finally triggered the first simulations of a protein\textsuperscript{21, 22} (in gas phase, i.e., without surrounding solvent) for 10 ps. The static structure of hemoglobin, e.g., did not reveal the pathway via which oxygen atoms reach the binding site, which is deeply buried within the protein. The mentioned protein dynamics simulations provided the solution to this problem by suggesting that the thermal motion of the protein creates transient pathways for the oxygen molecule. This was the first of many subsequent examples for the relevance of protein dynamics at the atomic level for protein function\textsuperscript{23}.

Increased computer power and improved algorithms extended accessible system sizes and time scales. In 1998, the conformational dynamics of a small protein was simulated over one microsecond\textsuperscript{24}, requiring half a year of computer time on a 512 processor Cray T3E supercomputer. By joint use of donated computer time from more than 100,000 PCs located all over the world, recently a large number of trajectories could be accumulated for the study of protein folding processes, covering a total of several hundred microseconds\textsuperscript{25}.

For medium sized systems of about 100,000 atoms, currently simulations of several 10 nanoseconds durations are feasible at justifiable computational cost\textsuperscript{26, 27}. One can estimate from this number that a further increase of computer power by a factor of about $10^4$ will be required to cover most biochemical elementary reactions such as enzymatic catalysis or the transport of an ion across the membrane by ion pump proteins. For protein folding simulations, a $10^6$- to $10^8$-fold increase would be required. Assuming that the annual increase by a factor of 1.6 observed for the past 35 years continues into the future, these aims could be reached within 20 to 40 years. Today, 27 years after the first molecular dynamics simulation of a protein, and despite the impressive $10^5$-fold increase of computer power since then, the limited system size and, particularly, limited simulation lengths are our main obstacle in the attempt to derive the biochemical processes in proteins that enable our life from first principles physics laws.

### 4 Force Fields for Protein Dynamics

The forces between the atoms of a solvated macromolecule (Fig. 1 left) are diverse (inset, right). Chemical binding forces, symbolized by springs, enforce equilibrium distances or angles between chemically bound atoms (small arrows). Pauli repulsion forces (dark arrows) prevent atoms from moving through each other. Long ranged interactions, particularly electrostatic forces (light arrows) between partially charged atoms ($\delta^+, \delta^-$) contribute substantially to the stability of protein structures and dominate the slow conformational dynamics. Hydrogen bonds, e.g., are mainly of electrostatic origin and only to a lesser extent a quantummechanical effect, and contribute significantly to the stability of $\alpha$-helices and $\beta$-sheets\textsuperscript{28}.

All three forces (and several more, which are not discussed here) determine the three-dimensional structure of a protein as well as the motion of each single atom and, therefore, have to be considered in protein dynamics simulations. As mentioned before, this is achieved via the force field $V$, which describes the influence of the electronic dynamics on the motion of the nuclei. Most force fields are composed of empirically motivated interaction terms. Construction, parameterization, and testing of a force field is a challenging task, and substantial efforts will be required to further improve their accuracy.

Since the seventies, a number of force fields for biomolecules and, specifically for
proteins and DNA/RNA have been developed. Well known and widely used are, e.g., CHARMM, GROMOS96, AMBER, and OPLS. Figure 2 shows interaction terms from which these force fields are typically composed. They describe interactions that arise from covalent chemical bonds as well as non-covalent interactions,

\[
V = \sum_{\text{bonds}} V^B_i + \sum_{\text{bond angles}} V^W_j + \sum_{\text{dihedral angles}} V^D + \sum_{\text{extraplanar angles}} V^E + \sum_{\text{atom pairs}} (V^C_{r,s} + V^P_{r,s} + V^{vdW}_{r,s}).
\]  

(1)

Covalent forces arise from changes of the length of chemical bonds (‘B’) and of the angle between two bonds (‘W’), from twisting chemical bonds (‘D’), and deviations of aromatic
carbon atoms from their in-plane positions (‘E’). As non-covalent interactions the Coulomb interaction (‘C’), the Pauli repulsion (‘P’) and the van der Waals interaction (‘vdW’) are included; the latter two are conveniently described by a Lennard-Jones-potential.

Many important details of protein dynamics simulations cannot be described and discussed at this basic level. Those include the treatment of the system boundaries or, alternatively, their periodic continuation, the “freezing” of fast bond vibrations to mimic their quantum mechanical character, the proper placement of salt ions in the vicinity of the protein, the treatment of protonable residues, simulations in canonical thermodynamic ensembles via appropriate coupling to heat and pressure baths, the treatment of non-polar hydrogen atoms through “compound atoms”, pros and cons of explicit vs. implicit treatments of hydrogen bonds, the set-up of a simulation system using structures derived from x-ray crystallography and the problem of sufficiently long equilibration of the system, the implicit (or, in part, explicit) description of electronic polarizability, the efficient computation of the long-ranged Coulomb forces and the parallelization of the respective algorithms, as well as the proper choice of numerical integrators for the solution of the Newtonian equations of motion. Excellent reviews articles have been published on these topics 30–32; for a full in-depth treatment, the reader is referred to the books of Gunsteren, Weiner and Wilkinson 33.

5 Force Probe Simulations

The recent years have seen dramatic improvements in single molecule experiments, particularly atomic force microscopy (AFM) methods, which triggered the force probe simulation technique described in this section.

In the experiments, the cantilever of the AFM microscope is used as a piconewton force sensor (Fig. 3 top right). The cantilever can be positioned to sub-nanometer accuracy, and its deflection — measuring the applied force — is detected via a laser beam with equally high precision.

Figure 3 (top left) illustrates the experiment, in which a ligand (biotin, light grey) is forced by the cantilever to leave the specific binding pocket of the receptor (streptavidin, dark grey). A polymer linker connects the proteins (with empty binding pockets) with a surface (left) as well as several biotin molecules with the tip of the cantilever (right). As the cantilever approaches the surface, several biotin/streptavidin complexes form, which dissociate one after the other upon subsequent retraction of the cantilever. Occasionally, one single complex remains intact until the very end of the experiment, in which case the force required to dissociate this last complex can be measured from the jump of the deflection of the cantilever to zero.

By repeating the experiment several hundred times one obtains a histogram of dissociation forces (Fig. 3 bottom right). Its maximum denotes the most probable dissociation force, in the shown example ca. 270 pN. This is the force that the non-covalent binding interaction between ligand and receptor can withstand at the time scale set by the experiment (typically milliseconds to seconds).

In a similar manner molecular forces have been measured recently for a a number of systems. One example is the force generated by single motor proteins 36 which is used to

\[^a\]Parts of this Section are adapted and translated from Ref. 34.
drive muscle contraction or to transport intracellular vesicles along filaments. An other one is the force generated by DNA polymerase upon transcription along the DNA primer\textsuperscript{37}.

However, in those experiments, the underlying atomistic dynamics and interactions that generate the observed forces could not be observed, which is the main motivation to simulate these experiments by means of protein dynamics simulations (Fig. 3 bottom left). To that aim, and modeling the effect of the cantilever, an additional harmonic “pulling potential”,

$$V(R_i, t) = \frac{1}{2}k[(R_i - R_i^0) \cdot \hat{n} - vt]^2$$

is included within the molecular force field such that it acts on that particular atom $i$ of the ligand molecule, which in the real experiment is covalently connected to the cantilever via the polymer linker. This ensures that in the simulation the atom is subjected to the same force as in the experiment. In the Figure, this pulling potential is symbolized by a spring. The normalized vector $\hat{n}$ denotes the direction of pulling, and $R_i^0$ the position of atom $i$ at the start of the simulation. As can be seen from eq. (2), the minimum of the pulling potential (i.e., the equilibrium position of atom $i$) is subsequently moved with constant velocity $v$ away from the binding pocket (arrow).

To avoid drift of the protein, the center of mass of the protein (consisting of $n_p$ atoms...
Figure 4. Snapshots of enforced dissociation of a biotin molecule (white, thick contours) from the streptavidin binding pocket (only the few relevant residues of the binding pocket are shown as stick-models). Hydrogen bonds are shown as bold dashed lines, few of the many water bridges with thin, dotted lines. The simulation length is one nanosecond; during this time the biotin molecule is moved by about one nanometer. (Adapted from Ref. 38).

with positions \( \mathbf{R}_i, i = 1 \ldots n_p \) is kept in place at \( \mathbf{R}_{\text{fix}} \) by a second harmonic (but stationary) potential,

\[
V_{\text{fix}}(\mathbf{R}_1, \ldots, \mathbf{R}_{n_p}) = \frac{1}{2} k_{\text{fix}} \left( \mathbf{R}_{\text{fix}} \cdot \frac{1}{n_p} \sum_{i=1}^{n_p} \mathbf{R}_i \right)^2,
\]

with suitable spring coefficient \( k_{\text{fix}} \). This ensures that the protein is free to undergo internal motions, such as induced-fit motions upon ligand unbinding, and that it can adopt to the pulling direction by rotations — as in the real experiment —, but prevents translational motions.

These force probe AFM simulations of enforced dissociation allowed one to compute dissociation forces, which agreed well with those measured in the AFM experiments. In such comparisons one has to carefully take into account the fact that the AFM measurements and the force probe simulations are carried out at quite different time scales, namely milliseconds versus nanoseconds. Therefore, in order to compare the respective dissociation forces, the computed force has to be re-scaled to the measured ones, e.g., for the simplest case using eq. (13), as will be described below.

Figure 4 shows a detailed model of streptavidin/biotin dissociation derived from force probe simulations, highlighting the sequence and type of stretching and subsequent rupture of single non-covalent bonds between the ligand and the receptor\cite{38,39}. These complex sequence of localized rupture events give rise to a complex “force profile” (Fig. 5), i.e., the
Figure 5. Force exerted onto the biotin ligand during enforced dissociation (“force profile”). A large number of local force maxima can be seen, each of which can be attributed to the rupture of single non-covalent bonds like hydrogen bonds or water bridges. The bold dashed lines at the top denote the respective residues, which are also shown in Fig. 4. the thin dashed lines denote rupture of water bridges (adapted from Ref. 38).

The exerted force plotted during the simulation,

$$F_{\text{pull}} = \hat{n} \cdot \nabla V(R_i, t) = k \hat{n} \cdot \left[ (R_i - R_i^0) \cdot \hat{n} - vt \right].$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

This type of force probe simulations, also called “steered molecular dynamics”, is now widely used, e.g., to elucidate at the atomic level the structural changes that are induced by mechanically unfolding proteins like titin\textsuperscript{40, 41} or by stretching various other polymers\textsuperscript{42–44}, and to explain the measured forces in terms of intramolecular interactions. For more extended review, we would like to refer the reader to Refs. 35, 45.

6 Simple Non-Equilibrium Statistical Mechanics of Enforced Dissociation$^b$

For complex systems like proteins, the measured and computed dissociation or unfolding forces vary with the time scale at which the process is enforced to occur. Usually, the forces increase with shorter time scales, i.e., increasing loading rates. For thermodynamic equilibrium, such time scale dependency should not appear; hence, the underlying processes are likely to proceed far from equilibrium. This observation motivated the development of non-equilibrium theories of enforced unbinding reactions\textsuperscript{47, 48, 39, 49–51}. One of these shall be sketched here.

We assume an effective free energy $G(x)$ along a (one-dimensional) reaction coordinate $x$ (Fig. 6, solid bold line), e.g., the distance between the center of mass of the ligand and the one of the receptor, which governs the dissociation reaction.

As sketched in the two Figures, the bound state (left minimum) is separated from the dissociated state (right) by a more or less structured energy barrier (global maximum). The

$^b$Parts of this section are translated from Ref. 46.
Figure 6. Time dependent Gibbs free energy in force probe experiments and simulations. A time-dependent potential \( V(x, t) \) describes the force exerted by the cantilever and modifies the unperturbed energy landscape \( G(x) \). As a result, the barrier that determines the spontaneous dissociation rate \( k_0 \) (black arrow) is reduced (left: dashed vertical arrow). For a more complex energy landscape (right), also the dissociation length \( \Delta x \) (dashed horizontal arrow), i.e., the distance between minimum and maximum of the free energy landscape, may change.

Height of this barrier determines the rate coefficient \( k_0 \) for thermally activated spontaneous dissociation,

\[
k_0 = \omega_0 \exp \left(-\beta \Delta G^z\right).
\]

Here, \( \beta = 1/(k_B T) \) denotes the reciprocal thermal energy and \( \omega_0 \) the attempt frequency or Kramers’ prefactor of the bound state\(^{52-54}\). For streptavidin/biotin dissociation, e.g., the reciprocal rate coefficient is several months, whereas it can be as short as milliseconds for antibody/antigen dissociation. Note that if unbinding is enforced at a time scale that is slower than the reciprocal rate coefficient, no dissociation force is measured, since in this case the system has fallen apart already before any significant force has been applied.

As in the force probe simulations described above, the force exerted by the cantilever is assumed harmonic and moving with velocity \( v \),

\[
V(x, t) = \frac{1}{2} k (x - vt)^2,
\]

(dashed curve in Fig. 6), where \( k \) is the effective spring coefficient. Here we restrict our discussion to the case of small spring coefficients, i.e., soft springs, which covers most realistic situations. Therefore, \( V(x, t) \) appears in the Figure as a nearly straight line, the slope of which increases linearly with time. Since the total potential \( G(x) + V(x, t) \) now becomes time dependent, so does the barrier height \( \Delta G^z \), and, hence, the dissociation coefficient \( k_0 \). This effect is demonstrated by the thin, solid lines. As can be seen, the barrier height decreases with time. Dissociation occurs when the barrier has become small enough to be overcome thermally activated at the time scale \( \tau = \Delta G^z/(kv \Delta x) \) set by the loading rate \( kv \).

For simple and localized barriers (left picture), we will neglect the slight shift of the position of the minimum that also occurs. In this case, a simple two-state model\(^{47}\) is appropriate, which neglects the details of \( G(x) \) and assumes a linear decrease of the barrier
height with time,
\[ \Delta G(t) = \Delta G(t) - kv t \Delta x. \] (7)

This implies a time dependent dissociation coefficient [cf. eq. (5)],
\[ k_0(t) = \omega_0 e^{-\beta(\Delta G - kv t \Delta x)}, \] (8)

which holds as long as \( \Delta G - kv t \Delta x \) is larger than \( k_B T \) and back reactions can be neglected. In analogy to the treatment of radioactive decay, the flux across the barrier decreases the probability \( P(t) \) to find the system in the bound state at time \( t \),
\[ \frac{dP(t)}{dt} = -P(t) k_0(t) = -P(t) \omega_0 e^{-\beta(\Delta G - kv t \Delta x)}, \] (9)

with \( P(t = 0) = 1 \). Solution of eq. (9),
\[ P(t) = \exp \left[ \frac{\omega_0}{\beta kv \Delta x} e^{-\beta \Delta G(t)} \left( 1 - e^{\beta kv \Delta x} \right) \right], \] (10)
yields a distribution \( p(t_D) d t_D = - \frac{dP(t)}{dt} \bigg|_{t_D} dt_D \) of dissociation times \( t_D \),
\[ p(t_D) d t_D = \omega_0 e^{-\beta(\Delta G - kv t_D \Delta x)} \exp \left[ \frac{\omega_0}{\beta kv \Delta x} e^{-\beta \Delta G(t_D)} \left( 1 - e^{\beta kv t_D \Delta x} \right) \right] d t_D, \] (11)

and dissociation forces \( F_D = kv t_D \), respectively,
\[ p(F_D) d F_D = \omega_0 e^{-\beta(\Delta G - F_D \Delta x)} \exp \left[ \frac{\omega_0}{\beta kv \Delta x} e^{-\beta \Delta G(t_D)} \left( 1 - e^{\beta F_D \Delta x} \right) \right] d F_D. \] (12)

As the main result, the maximum \( (dP(F_D)/dF_D = 0) \) denoting the most probable dissociation force, reads
\[ F_{\text{max}}(v) = \frac{\Delta G}{\Delta x} + \frac{1}{\beta \Delta x} \frac{\beta kv \Delta x}{\omega_0} = \frac{1}{\beta \Delta x} \frac{\beta kv \Delta x}{k_0}, \] (13)
(where eq. (5) has been used) and thus increases logarithmically with the loading rate \( kv \).

This result links the rupture length \( \Delta x \) to the slope of the loading rate dependent dissociation force and thus provides the basis for dynamic force spectroscopy (Fig. 7A) The larger \( \Delta x \), the faster the energy barrier is decreased (cf. Fig. 6), and the stronger is the effect of the loading rate \( kv \) on the dissociation time \( t_D \) and dissociation force \( F_D \). Furthermore, this result serves to rescale dissociation forces from force probe simulations to the much slower time scales of the AFM experiments.

For more complex energy landscapes as shown in Fig. 6 (right), the simple two-state model is not applicable. For the two barriers shown, there is a critical pulling force for which the left maximum becomes the global one (cf. the thin curve in the Figure) at the time of dissociation and, hence, the rupture length \( \Delta x \) jumps to smaller values. Accordingly, the logarithmic slope of the dissociation force increases as shown in Fig. 7B. For a more general treatment, the reader is refereed to Refs. 50, 51.
Figure 7. Dynamic force spectra show the increase of the dissociation force $F_{\text{max}}$ with pulling velocity $v$ of the cantilever or, equivalently, loading rate $k v$. A: For the case of a well-localized energy barrier in $G(x)$, the simple two-state model described in the text predicts a logarithmic increase. B: For more complex energy landscapes such as the two barriers sketched in Fig. 6 (right), the dynamic force spectrum falls into two regimes. For small $v$, the larger barrier in $G(x)$ dominates, and the resulting large $\Delta x$ yields a slow increase of the spectrum with $v$. For large $v$, however, the (originally) smaller barrier to the left dominates at the time $t_D$ of dissociation, resulting in a steeper logarithmic increase of $F_{\text{max}}$ with $v$.

7 Primary Mechanical Energy Transfer Steps in the “Molecular Nano-Machine” $F_1$ ATP Synthase

As an example we consider force probe simulations that aim at elucidating the primary mechanical energy transfer steps in $F_1$ ATP synthase. In fact, this protein is the smallest rotary motor known to date.

The mitochondrial membrane protein $F_o F_1$-ATP synthase synthesizes adenosintriphasphate (ATP), the universal currency of energy in the cell. In the human body, about 70 kg of ATP are synthesized by these proteins each day. The protein (Fig. 8a,b) utilizes the electrochemical potential of a transmembrane proton gradient for ATP synthesis. Remarkably, energy conversion involves mechano-chemical energy transport from a rotating asymmetric $\gamma$-“stalk” (red) over a distance of more than 2.5 nm to the three ATP synthesis sites of the protein (Fig. 8a). X-ray structures of the $F_1$-unit show its three $\beta$-subunits in different conformational states, TP, DP, and E, with bound ATP (analog), ADP, and empty binding site, respectively. The structures suggested that the energy consuming step in the ATP synthesis cycle, namely ATP release, is driven by concerted conformational motions within the $(\alpha\beta)_3$-complex, which are dictated by the changing orientation of the asymmetric $\gamma$-subunit inside $(\alpha\beta)_3$ (Ref. 59), thus rendering $F_o F_1$-ATP synthase a spectacular example of a “molecular machine”.

Our molecular dynamics simulations included the $F_1$-unit, $(\alpha\beta)_3 \gamma$ (except $\delta$ and b), bound nucleotides as shown in Fig. 8a, a large solvation shell (blue), and salt ions (red and yellow), comprising a total of 183 674 atoms. In the simulations, the lower part of the $\gamma$-stalk was enforced to rotate (Fig. 8c), thus resembling the rotation caused in vivo by protonmotive $F_o$-rotation, and the subsequently triggered conformational motions have been studied.

The $n$ backbone atoms of the lower part of the $\gamma$ subunit with positions $x_i$ (●) were

\footnote{This Section is adapted and shortened from Ref. 27.}
subjected to a rotating potential,

\[
V = \frac{1}{2} k \sum_{i=1}^{n} [\Omega(\omega t)|x_i(t=0) - x_i(t)|^2].
\]  

(14)

The rotation matrix \( \Omega \) moved the minima of \( V \) (\( \circ \)) along concentric circles around the
symmetry axis of the complex, using a stiff spring coefficient $k$. The torques $\Theta_i(t)$ exerted on the individual atoms were computed from the deflection of the actual atomic positions $x_i(t)$ from the respective minima,

$$\Theta_i(t) = \Omega(\omega t)x_i(t=0) \times k[\Omega(\omega t)x_i(t=0) - x_i(t)].$$

(15)

Throughout the simulations, co-rotation of the $(\alpha\beta)_3$-complex was prevented by immobilizing the centers of mass of the putative $\delta$ contact region of two $\alpha$-subunit head groups, thereby mimicking the effect of the $\delta$ “stator”.

With this approach we studied how the rotating $\gamma$-stalk induces conformational motions within the $\beta$ subunits, how and along which route they propagate towards the nucleotide binding sites, and why and in what sequence the observed structural changes lower ATP binding affinity at $\beta_{TP}$, as is required for ATP to leave the binding pocket after synthesis.

Due to the huge computational cost of such simulations, the covered time span is limited to several nanoseconds, i.e., considerably shorter than the microseconds time scale at which the studied conformational motions likely take place in vivo. Accordingly, torques that are larger by factors of 12 and 50, respectively, than the measured ones had to be applied in the simulations. Furthermore, slow (microsecond) conformational motions are unlikely to show up. For the faster motions that are actually seen in the simulations, however, the large amount of available experimental data enabled to assure that these motions are actually described correctly.

After equilibration, a 120° force probe rotation simulation in synthesis direction was carried out with an angular velocity of $\omega = 115^{\circ}$ ns$^{-1}$, as sketched in Fig. 8c. During a subsequent relaxation period of 3.5 ns, within which the lower part of the $\gamma$-subunit was kept restrained to avoid back-rotation, the induced conformational motions propagated further towards the active sites. The torques exerted onto the individual $\gamma$-residues during the 120° enforced rotation (Fig. 8d) show peaks, reflecting energy transfer to $(\alpha\beta)_3$, dissipation, and enforced crossing of associated energy barriers.

Figure 9 shows the main changes for $\beta_{TP}$, $\beta_E$, and $\beta_{DP}$ during enforced rotation and subsequent free dynamics. The lower part of $\beta_{TP}$ is pushed sidewards towards $\alpha_{DP}$, and downwards towards an open configuration (Fig. 9b). This observation is quantified by the change of the bending angle (inset) between the two domains separated by the dashed line in Fig. 9a, which approaches the one seen in $\beta_E$.

Simultaneously, an upwards rotation of the $\beta_E$ lower half towards the closed x-ray conformation of $\beta_{TP}$ and $\beta_{DP}$ is observed (Fig. 9c). This motion is initially sterically obstructed by both the $\gamma$-subunit and $\beta_{TP}$ and, therefore, proceeds synchronously to the removal of these obstacles. Much less changes are seen for $\beta_{DP}$ (d), where the orientation of the lower part is nearly unchanged. Overall, the opening and closing motions of the lower halves of the $\beta$-subunits are nearly completed already within the 7 ns simulation time span without explicitly being forced to.

Focusing at the catalytic ATP binding site (Fig. 10), a sequential retraction of $\beta$Arg 191, $\alpha$Arg 373, and $\beta$Arg 189 from ATP is seen, quantified by the respective distance changes (inset, blue curves). This sequence is initiated, immediately after $\gamma$-rotation, by a 0.5 nm shift of $\beta$Arg 191 towards $\alpha_{TP}$, which forms a new hydrogen bond to $\alpha$Gln 163, thereby weakening its interaction to ATP. Subsequently, initially strong hydrogen bonds (dashed lines) between ATP and residues $\alpha$Arg 373 and $\beta$Arg 189 rupture, thus further decreasing ATP binding affinity. The whole process is compatible with the “zipper-model”.

Assum-
Figure 9. Structural changes of the β-subunits induced by enforced rotation of the γ-stalk. The size of these changes is color coded (green: small; red: large). 

a: Overlay of βTP (colored) and βE-subunits (grey) taken from the x-ray structure, which are in closed and open conformation, respectively. b–d: Changes in βTP, βE, and β3TP, as induced by enforced 120° rotation and subsequent free dynamics; shown are initial (x-ray) structures (grey) and final structures (colored). The insets show the angle between upper and lower part of the respective β-subunits in the course of the 7 ns simulation (axis: ⊗). The red bar indicates the period of enforced rotation, green lines denote the three β-subunit angles of the equilibrated x-ray structure.

ing that changes of ATP binding affinity are dominated by the interaction between ATP and the binding pocket, a continuous ATP affinity decrease of βTP can be inferred from the increasing interaction energy estimate between ATP and the binding pocket (inset, black curve) as the net effect of the observed structural changes.

Taken together, the enforced γ-rotation suggests for this beautiful molecular machine a sequence of structural changes that effect primary mechano-chemical energy transfer steps within F1-ATP synthase. Many structural changes that are expected from the three
x-ray intermediates are correctly reproduced. Because none of these motions have been artificially directed towards the expected target structure, the agreement shows that the necessarily accelerated rotation of the γ-stalk does not severely change their character.

Moreover, the simulations provide a causal picture of a sequence of structural motions, one triggering the next. Already within the simulation time span of 7 ns, the structural changes proceed sufficiently far to transfer a significant amount of energy to the β_{TP} binding site, as estimated from its decreased ATP binding affinity. This decrease is affected gradually, by sequential and well concerted retraction of three charged arginines from the bound ATP.
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